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Good morning. It -is a pleasure to be able to speak_this

morning to the members of the National Association of Secon-

dary School Principals on the topic of "How to Make Better

Use of Department Chairmen." Perhaps some people might

request that we change the topic to "How to Make Better Uso

of Department Chairpersons".in light of Title IX, but I

hope that we don't get into that type of discussion today.

Further, in an attempt to present this topic in a more

meaningful manner, I plan to include the terms, department

chairmen, department chairpersons, department heads and

department leaders, under one title -- coordinator-. This

appears to be appropriate and I envision the person really

as a coordinator of a department in the school.

I also wish to present this.topic under three specific

1
headings:

1. I will illustrate the history of the u.ee of

coordinators as we might see them from various pol.nts of

view as well as some problems that have arisen due to a

lack of acceptance or understaading of the need for this

position.

2. I would like to give some general considerations

for the successful use of coordinators.

1. How to Make Better Use of Department Chairmen
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3. I would like to list some, responsibilities as I

see them assigned to the coordinators by the principal.

When we look at the history of the use of coordinators,

it is relatively easy to understand why this topic has

been selected for discussion at our national convention.
2

All of us expect that a secondary school will have depart-

ment coordinators at least in the major academic teaching

fields. Recently, also, many of us have been challenged

in our expectations by the person serving in this capacity

due either to the regulations of the state and local

associations or the various labor acts throughout the

nation which now relate to these positions. In the dis-

cussions today I will relate primarily to the state of

Pennsylvania in this category but I am aware that many

other states have the sanie particular type of problems for

the various interpretations of labor acts as they affect

this position. When we are challenged by the Pennsylvania

Labor Relations Board most coordinators become the first

level of management and as such these people are not

permitted to be a part of the bargaining unit. T. give you

one particular example. In one of our local schools in

'Bucks County, Pennsylvania, the coordin-ators are not in

the bargaining unit and when the teachers went- out on strike,

coordinators were obliged to go into the school and teach.

2. History of the Use of Coordinators
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While the other students remained out of school, the

coordinators taught the members of the senior class,

much to the concern of the teachers on the staff who

were still out on strike. Many principals are concerned

as to what will happen in the future to the relation-

ship between members of the regular teaching_staff and

these coordinators since the strike las'ted for ten weeks

and the regular teaching staff was unemployed while the

coordinators were working.

In continuing with the history of the use of the coordin-

ators, I would also like to mention that at least in and

throughout the Middle Atlantic States area, all the schools

that I have been fortunate enough to have been asked to

serve either as a chairman or a member of the evaluating
-

committee have coordinators and they are expected to use

them.

Many of these coordinators are outstanding educators who

have expressed the feeling that they are frustrated in

their attempt -to.perform adequately in their. position.

I think this gets to the heart of the difficulty in that

the problem exists as to how to use these coordinators

most effectively. These people are usually either the

best or the most experienced teachers on the staff and a

great disappointment for many of them is that there are

5
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no job descriptions at all for these positions. In an

attempt to reward them, some of the coordinators are

paid extra money, some are given time off, some receive

both benefits. Yet, their job descriptions are so vague

or non-existent that the people involved are left out on

a limb and feel totally frustrated. I would offer as an

example one job description for your consideration that

I have seen stated in a school district. It goes some-

thing like this: "The coordinator should continue to do

the work assigned to him by the principal in running his

department in the best possible manner." End of quote.

This is about as loose as you can make any particular job

description. On the other hand, I think as principals

this might help us out quite a bit because in no way

could we be bound by the coordinators' decisions. The

unfortunate coordinators, howeiT.er, are going to be left

high and dry any time a difficulty comes up with their

department.

In an attempt to p::esent the best possible setting for

the successful use of coordinators I told my coordinators

I would be speaking to you at this convention and I asked

them to list some of the things I should mention to you

for your consideration as they evaluated their positions.

6
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I would hate to tell you all the answers I received but

I would like to mention that they were very concerned

that there should be some general considerations for the

successful use of coordinators. 3

I would like to share these with you now.

First: There should be a regularly scheduled meeting

pravided for in their schedule when all the coordinators

could meet and discuss the common problems either of

individual departments or of the school in general. If

you have any control over the master schedule, I would

suggest you take a particular period of the week and in

the building of this master schedule, block out that period

when the meeting is to be held. A very important outcome

of these meetings is to provide a copy of the minutes of

the meetings to all of the members of the staff. For

instance, when our coordinators meet on Tuesday mornings

during the first period, my secretary is in attendance.

She takes the minutes of the meetings, transcribes them

and distributes them not only to the coordinators but to

all the members of the staff.

Another concept that I feel is extremely important is

that there be an open agenda for the coordinator meetings.

In many of the schools that I have visited, the principal

sets the meeting times with the coordinators, if they have

3. General Considerations for Successful Use of Coordinators
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meetings at all, and he tells them what he wants them

to do and this is usually the end of the meeting. I

think it is most important that coordinators are able

to submit agenda items ot items for discussion at any

time and that they are given the same treatment as those

presented by the principal. I also feel that the schedu-

ling of the meeting should be ma'de during the time of a

regular class period. This holds the meeting to a specific

time limit and does not allow the meeting to drag on.

The meeting then becomes much more meaningful and productive

for all concerned.

I was very impressed when one of our coordinators mentioned

the cabinet idea that we exercise in our department meetings

was excellent since the coordinators have the opportunity

to have a sort of free-wheeling plan and we were able to

suggest ideas to other coordinators in our school. 'These

discussions arose because there was success in one depart-

ment which the coordinator felt could be possibly utilized

in other areas successfully. It was also impressive because

I had not envisioned this as a cabinet but the coordinators

did accept it as such. Another strong point of this

cabinet idea was the position mentioned that the principal '
meets with the various departments in their meetings as an

observer and at this time, coordinators are in charge of

the meetings and the principai is merely there as an observer
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and available if called upon to answer questions or give

some sidelights to the discussions that take place. It

is important that the department members realize that the

principal has given at least partial control of the

department to the coordinators and expects these coordina-

tors to interpret the policies and to run their department

as has been established through the cabinet meetings of

the coordinators.

It is also important to encourage inter-department cooper-

ation. Traditionally, one would usually only see joint

proposals from Math and Science or English and Social

Studies. I think in the type of situation that I am

proposing, a very encouraging part of a presentatioA

occurs when a joint proposal concerning basics in education

is presented and developed jointly for an inservice

program by such areas as Math and Social Studies or by

the Art and Guidance Departments or other non-related areas
) .

thrOighout the school. This builds a fine relationship

between coordinators and it also .encourages all the members

to feel that there is a true staff working relationship

and a real team management concept in operation.

We see here also that an important consideration is that

there are no long lists of "do's" and "don'ts" for coordin-

ators. I Would not want to be as brief as the example I

9
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mentioned earlier nor would I want to go into a list of

30 to 50 things that the department coordinators should

do. When a coordinator gets a long list of-things that

can or cannot be done, these limits become the. extent Of

the position and that is all that you can expect from the

coordinator.

Another one of the more important considerations for

the successful use of coordinators is that theY be

permitted to have enough time to complete the jobs they

are asked to do. If, for example, we ask them to observe

teachers we must give them free time or provide sit-ins

for them to cover their classes while they are observing.

Sometimes the principal can perform this sit-in duty.

This is a novel approach that usually shocks the living

daylights out of a lot of people. Needless'to say, this

should be a pre-arranged sit-in with the coordinator.

Although it is novel and_you might not be able to afford

the luxury, it does once more enforce the coordinator's

position and also permits the students to see you as a

principal in a classroom possibly even teaching a class,

which is very novel indeed.

Another example of permitting coordinators enough time

for their jobs might be in preparation of the budget for
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their department. I think most of us are aware that

coordinators should have some say in the budget for their

department and if we are going to encourage them to help

with the department budget we can't say - "Here are the

department forms and I want them back next week." It

is very important that they become aware of certain time

limitations such as when to expect to receive the forms

and then to permit them to have enough time to work

out a realistic budget with their departments. If this

is not done properly one can expect either a padding of

the budget or complete frustation on the part of all persons

concerned and ultimate chaos in putting a budget together.

One of the more important things that I would have you

consider is to provide a means for all curricular areas

in the school to be represented in these coordinator meetings.

I mention this because a few years ago I made the mistake

of only using the curricular areas where I needed coordin-

ators at our meetings and I neglected certain areas which

might be listed in some schools as minor areas. There was

a definite lack of coordination throughout the school when

it came time to discuss how some new programs would relate

to these minor areas. Since that condition was changed,

we have been using meeting time well to meet with all the

coordinators and the meetings have been more meaningful
-t

and productive.
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This is a prime concern and if we are going to have one

school and one staff as I mentioned earlier, the real

concept of team management dictates that we use all

department coordinators in the school in our attempt to

provide the best possible system for the enhancement of

the educational process. As you can see in part three,
4

I have listed seven specific areas of coordinator respon-

sibility. You could probably list many more or by virtue

of your own particular limitations you could list one or

two. As I mentioned, the seven major areas of coordinators'

responsibility is really a list of personal preferences.

Since you may wish to add to or delete from the items

on this list I would merely wish to explain some of the

reasoning behind my selections.4a

I have listed these as I prefer them through my own

particular experience and you can see that I feel the curr-

iculum is the most important part of the responsibility of

the coordinator. Briefly, I suggest that part (a) under

the title Curriculum, is very important when we say that

the observation of teachers should be schedule& in an
..)

attempt to help them improve their educational performance.

4. Responsibilities Assigned to the Coordinator by the
Principal

4a. Responsibilities Assigned to the Coordinators by the
Principal
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When the coordinator is aware that the principal feels

that the primary reason for observing teachers is to help

them to facilitate the educational process rather than to

try and catch teachers unprepared or off-guard, the coordin-

ator can become a real change agent for better teaching.

Part "B", dealing with the Budget, is self explanatory.

Part "1" under "C" Personnel is one of the more important

of the department coordinators' responsibilities since

I do not believe that any staff member should be employed

in the department or in the school without an interview

by the administration as well as the department coordinator.

The people who are employed will have to work with this

coordinator and therefore it is important that they are

aware of who and where they are going to be woking and

under what type of conditions.

Under Mangement5 responsibilities I think the important

concern would be to establish that the coordinator working

in the department should be aware of all the possible needs

such as repairs,-alterations and improvements in the

department area and that these needs are important for the

learning process and they should be cared for immediately.

5. D. Management
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It is also important to ascertain that both the receipt

of .equipment and supplies and the establishment of an

effective means of inventory is an important part of the

management capabilities of the coordinator. Under

administration responsibilities5 the major assignment

for the coordinator would be to assist the guidance

department in the placement of students in the department

program. This is especially true if an elective program

is.used in the school where the guidance department

might not be completely aware of the need or necessity

for placing the students under certain categories.

In summary, I hope that 1 have been able either to develop

some ideas or offer you some thoughts on how to make better

use of department coordinators. I suppose that if I had

to limit my presentation to a few general statements, I

would advise you to select a coordinator who is capable

of dealing with all kinds of educational situations; a

person who is sincerely interested in education, especially

in their own curricular area; a person who is loyal to the

school philosophy and one who is always encouraging the

members of the department to improve their teaching

techniques.

5. E. Administration
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_l_doubt if many of us have been fortunate enough to

acquire the services of a staff of coordinators with

these qualities and until we do we will have to strive

to develop some way to make better use of coordinators

much as we are doing today.
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HOW TO MAKE BETTER USE OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRMEN

HISTORY OF THE USE OF COORDIVATORS

II. GE1ERAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL

USE OF COORDINATORS

III, RESPONSIBILITIES ASStGNED TO

COORDINATORS BY THE PRINCIPAL
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I. HISTORY OF THE USE.OF COORDINATORS

A. FIRST LEVEL ::1F MANAGEMENT

B. EXPECTATIONS FOR POSITION

C.. VAGUE JOB DESCRIPTIONS

D. COORDINATORS INTERPRETATIONS

OR EXPECTATIONS OF POSITION
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III GENERAt CONSIDERATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL USE OF COORDINATORS

A, REGULARLY SCHEDULED MEETING PROVIDED IN

SCHEDULE --

I. MINUTES TO ALL STAFF-MEMBERS'

B. OPEN AGENDA

C. CABINET IDEA

IL INTERPRETATION OF SCHOOL POLICY

E. INTER-DEPARTMENT COOPERATION (JOINT PROPOSALS)

F. No LONG LISTING

G. ALLOW TIME FOR WORK

H. INCLUDE ALL CURRICULAR AREAS OF THE SCHOOL

IN COORDINATOR MEETINGS

18



III. RESPONSIBILITIES ASSIGNED TO THE COORDINATORS BY THE PRINCIPAL

A. CURRICULUM

I. OBSERVATION OF TEACHERS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT

OF INSTRUCTION

2, ESTABLISH DEPARTMENT GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

3. ENCOURAGE DEPARTMENT INNOVATIONS

4. UPDATING COURSES OF STUDY

5. DEVELOP A LIST OF RESOURCES FOR

SCHOOL AND, DEPARTMENT USE

B. BUDGET

I. .PREPARE, PRESENT AND IMPLEMENT A REALISTIC

BUDGET FOR THE DEPARTMENT

C. P..ERSONNEL

I. ASSIST IN THE INTERVIEW OF NEW DEPARTMENT

MEMBERS

2. RECOMMEND TEACHING ASSIGNMENTS TO ENSURE

EQUALITY OF WORK

3. PROVIDE GUIDELINES FOR THE PLACEMENT OF

STUDENT TEACHERS, EDUCATIONAL AIDES

4. ENCOURAGE STAFF PARTICIPATION IN PROFESSIONAL

EDUCATION ACTIVITIES
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D. MANAGEMENT

I. SUBMIT REQUESTS FOR REPAIRS, ALTEPATIONS

AND IMPROVEMENTS IN THE DEPARTMENT AREA

2. VERIFY THE RECEIPT OF EQUIPMENT AND

SUPPLIES

3. ESTABLISH AN EFFECTIVE MEANS OF INVENTORY

4. ,AID SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS

5, SUBMIT REPORTS AND KEEP ACCURATE RECORDS

OF DEPARTMENT MEETINGS

E. ADMINISTRATION

I, ASSISTS THE GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT IN THE

PLACEMENT OF STUDENTS IN DEPARTMENT PROGRAMS

.2. MEET WITH PARENTS TO. DFSCUSS THE DEPARTMENT

PROGRAM

COORDINATE THE FUNCTION OF THE DEPARTMENT

WITH OTHER SCHOOL OPERATIONS

4. MAINTAIN RECORDS AND SUBMIT PERIODIC AND

SPECIAL REPORTS

F. PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

I, ENCOURAGE.STAFF MEMBERSHIP IN PROFESSIONAL

ASSOCIATIONS

2. PARTICIPATE IN' GROUP ACTIVITIES SUCH AS WORKSHC

INSERVICE PROGRAMS, SEMINARS, ETC,
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DISTRICT OBLIGATIONS

ATTEND AND PARTICIPATE IN DISTRICT

COORDINATORS' MEETINGS AND ACTIVITIEi

2, AID IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COURSE

OF STUDY GUIDE FOR THE DISTRICT
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